
Nattokinase Dissolves Fibrinaloid Microclots
APR 17 9 30

Preclinical Study Shows Dose-Dependent Effect, Offers Hope
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Paulette Altmaier Apr 18

Thank you for your great work and heroism
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BlueHorse Apr 18

Great article and gives hope. However, I have heard (somewhere) that our government (Durbin from Chi)

is on the prowl to restrict holistic, natural cures, including vitamins - and NATTO.
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Peter Mead Apr 18

Nattokinase is powerful medicine, so this is probably not as simple as "more is better." Is there a way to

assess personal risk factors and set an appropriate dose? How do I know the right dose for me? I've never

taken any kind of C19 vax, but am exposed to spike-shedding friends.
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Victoria Cooper Apr 18

My daughter of 50 suffered a venal blood clot in her eye which has resulted in permanent damage. The

doctor put her on anti clotting meds but now we live in fear of a fall from a horse or a trip on the pavement

or an incident with the bike. Can you take Nattokinase on top anti coagulant or replace it? Would it proffer

the same risk of internal bleed?
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Tom Golden MenAreGood Substack Apr 18

Excellent news! Can this be translated to mg needed for an effective dose? I know you recommend

200mg daily. Is that a similar dosage to this study? Thanks
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MajLack Apr 18

Super information! Tanks for your hard work Doc McCullough :)
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BlueCapitalist Apr 18

Nice!
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VictorDianne Watson Apr 20

This is very encouraging. Perhaps it can become the standard of care to replace statins.
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Carol K Carol’s Substack Apr 18

I doubt if the govt will restrict vitamins if Agent 131711 (sub stack) is correct? He and others

have stated that Vitamin D3 is rat poison! If they want us dead, they might keep promoting its use along

with other supplements made from GMO corn etc. Rumor has it that vaccines could be added to foods

like lettuce? Would they require labels ? It was a long battle to get GMO labeling!
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